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Topics Covered 

- Brief membership overview 
including dry memberships, 
document requirements, approvals

- Volume discounts

- Reporting

- Casual Events

- Products

- Helpful reminders 
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Help guides

- Great place to start 

- Our help guides contain a step by step instruction on 

how to complete tasks in swim central

- They are easy to read with lots of screen shots to 

assist

- Type in the search bar key words and it will 

automatically find help guides that relate to those 

words
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Memberships

- Dry Memberships

- Document Requirements attached to memberships

- Approving Memberships with document requirements 

- Finance dashboard – approvals – purchase approvals

- Must be approved with 7 days of purchase otherwise 

membership is automatically declined and funds 

refunded to member
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Volume Discounts

- Can be used to offer discounts to multiple 

memberships purchased in the same family group in 

one transaction 

- Discount is applied to your club component

- Discount is calculated as a percentage

- 5% discount when 3 or more memberships 

purchased

- Discount is automatically applied at the payment page

- Refer to our help guides for further information
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Reporting 

- Reporting Dashboard 

- Drop down menu allows you to select the month of data 

you wish to view

- Total Revenue is the total revenue for the month 

grouped into your different categories, ie events, 

memberships, products 

- Donought is your total members colour coded in 

existing vs new

- Graphs with members by age, gender, product, 
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Generating Reports 

- Variety of reports that can be generated from the 

reporting dashboard

- These will be emailed to your swim central login email 

address as an excel spreadsheet 

- If you require any explanation of the reports again our 

help guides are the best place to start
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Members Reports 

- List of all members, can also be limited to Active-all, 
Active-new, Active-Life and expired 

- Data will come in the form of an excel spreadsheet 
which can then be sorted or filtered to exclude certain 
information 

- Members report contains a lot of very useful 
information including email addresses, age, gender, 
membership type etc so you could filter a members 
report to obtain all your male & female members 
between the age of 12-15yrs that are a club only 
swimmer so you can email them about a club night 
activity coming up 
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Payout Summaries

- Are reports generated in the gateway dashboard that itemise
the transactions that are included in a payout to your club 
account 

- Payouts can be weekly, fortnightly or monthly depending on 
your clubs transactions this can vary throughout the season 

- With any membership transaction in swim central the payment 
made by the member needs to be allocated to the different 
areas, ie Swimming Australia, SNSW, the area and then your 
club, only the club component is included in account balance 
on the admin home page

- Entries to your club night/meet only contain club components 
so the total amount is included in the account balance
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Payout Summaries cont’d

- Your club account balance will increase & decease as 
transactions are processed ie memberships, products, 
refunds etc

- The account balance changes once the funds have been 
received by the bank, ie transactions over the weekend 
don’t usually show until the Monday or Tuesday

- Once a payment from your clubs Stripe account has been 
processed and sent to your bank account this will show as 
a payout summary with the corresponding date 

- Download the corresponding payout summary report as an 
excel spreadsheet which will itemise each transaction 

- $55 transferred to club account on 7 August 2023

- Summary shows that this was 11 transactions for meet 
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Casual Events

- Casual events are events that do not require the 

import of a meet manager file 

- Can be used for any type of event ie Fun night, 

presentation event, Training clinic etc

- Two types of casual event 

- Public Access Event

- Swim Central Access Event 
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Public Access Events

- Ability to create an event that does not require a meet manager 
file

- Admin can create questions for users to answer (Mandatory or 
not)

- Event can be viewed by the general public who have access to the 
bounce link without the need to log in

- When a person is registering/purchasing products for this type of 
event and do not hold a Swim Central account they will be 
required to register with Swim Central and once email verification 
is complete they will be returned to the public event.

- Products can be assigned to a specific person or purchased as 
general

- Cannot set relationship and membership requirements
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Swim Central Access Events

- Ability to create an event that does not require a meet manager 
file

- User must be logged into Swim central to see and register for the 
event

- Products can be assigned to a specific person or purchased as 
general

- Unable to create questions

- Cannot set relationship and membership requirements

Differences

Public event access allows you to ask questions and have responses 
recorded 

Public even access events can only be accessed by the event bounce 
link and are not visible in the events calendar
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Products

- Two types of products memberships & other 

- Other allows you to create products to sell to your members ie

club swim cap, apparel etc, entry ticket, training session

- Products will appear in your club store under the category that 

you have created them in ie membership, merchandise, tickets 

etc

- Products can be made available for a fixed period of time and 

can be turned on and off through out the season 

- Products that are purchased by members are listed in the 

products report which can be downloaded from the reporting 

dashboard
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Helpful Tips

- Event entry bounce link 

- Link will take members directly to the event page to enter

- Can be used in emails, social media, website to help promote 

your events

- Locate an event

- All events created in swim central can now be seen in the event 

calendar

- Members maybe able to see an event, however they may not 

be able to enter due to event restrictions

- Locate an Event – shows events by location, date, course etc
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Helpful Tips

- Refunds

- When a refund is approved at club level you must email SNSW so to notify 
that it has been approved email admin@nsw.swimming.org.au

- Refunds are automatically declined after 6 months if no request is sent to us

- Transfers

- Transfers and upgrades can be completed automatically in swim central

- No approval required and the refund will be processed automatically 

- Transfers the refund is the for the duplicate components not the club 
component

- If an Active Kids Voucher has been used to purchase the original membership 
you will need to contact SNSW as the refund needs to be processed manually 
and not through swim central.
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Helpful Tips

- Parent Memberships 

- Parent memberships are not currently mandated by SNSW

- Clubs can require their compulsory membership if they like and this 
can be done so in your Terms & Conditions 

- Swimming Australia is currently developing an option for 
mandatory parent membership and this may be available in the 
future

Thankyou everyone for attending this evening if you have any 
questions after tonight please email them through to us at 
admin@nsw.swimming.org.au and we will be happy to answer them.
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